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A Note on Block Triangular Presentations of Rings
and Finitistic Dimension.

W. D. BURGESS(*)(***) - K. R. FULLER (**) - A. TONOLO (***)(***)

ABSTRACT - The connections between certain block triangular presentations of
rings and their projectively defined finitistic dimensions are examined.

The «little» ( « big» ) finitistic dimension conjecture, asserting that
over any left artinian ring there is a finitely generated (arbitrary) left
module of maximal finite projective dimension, remains open. However,
it has been verified for several classes of rings and algebras (see [11],
[10] and [12], for example). Moreover, in some cases, such as [8], [9], [16]
and [17], specific bounds on these dimensions have been presented.

In [4] and [7] we employed an equivalence relation on the indecompo-
sable projective modules over a left artinian ring R that induces the «fi-
nest» presentation of R as a ring of lower block triangular matrices. The
equivalence classes correspond to the simply connected components of
the quiver of R and they contain information on such things as the Car-
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tan determinant and the finitistic dimensions of R . Our main purpose he-

re is to show that such presentations provide bounds on the finitistic di-
mensions of certain rings and artin algebras that yield generalizations of
some results of Platzeck and Coelho in [5] and [13]. In the process, we

provide a simple proof of an old result from [6] and point out that a theo-
rem of Smalo ([15]) provides a connection between the functorial finite-
ness in R-mod of the category ~‘ °° (R ) of modules of finite projective di-
mension, and the analogous categories over the irreducible components
of R .

Let us assume for now that R is a ring which has a complete orthogo-
nal set of primitive idempotents, I = {e1, ... , No further restrictions

are imposed. It is possible to define an equivalence relation on 3 as follo-
ws : We say that ej  ei if there is a sequence of non-zero homomorphisms
a o : a 1: Reil ... , a L : Reil This is a quasi-order
relation and it defines an equivalence relation by ei -- ej if ei:5 ej and
ej  ei.

The quasi-order becomes a partial order, ~ , on the equivalence
classes. Denote these classes by e1, ... , ~k and for each j = 1, ... , 1~, let

ei . The classes e1, can be renumbered so that if g
ei E C1

then t 3 In terms of idempotents, this says, in particular, that EiREj = 0
if j &#x3E; i .

These data are enough to allow us to present R as a block lower trian-
gular matrix ring:

The subset is, in fact, an ideal and I ~ = 0 .

In the case of a left artinian ring, the equivalence classes Ci
can be identified with the strongly connected components of the

ordinary quiver of R . See [7, pp 54] for a discussion of this case.

Here, the rings Ei RE2, i = 1, ... , k are called the irreducible com-

ponents of R, and {E1, ..., Ek} is a complete set of irreducible
idempotents for R . In this left artinian case, the irreducible idempotents
Ei are unique up to isomorphisms of the REü and an argument
like that of Platzeck [13, Lemma 1.3] can be used to show that I
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is the intersection of the powers of the annihilators of the

REi/(RadR)Ei, i = 1, ..., 1~.
We shall denote the projective dimension of a left module RM by

pdimR M, and the «little» and «big» projectively defined (left) finitistic
dimensions of R by fin dim R and Fin dim R , respectively. We wish to
obtain upper bounds on these dimensions in terms of the corresponding
dimensions of the Ei REi in the case where pdimR I  oo . A formula of

Fossum, Griffith and Reiten, [6, Corollary 4.21(iii)], can be applied to do
so for the «big» finitistic dimension. Employing methods in the same spi-
rit as those in [8] we present a module theoretic proof of this result (Pro-
position 2) which shows that analogous bounds also work for the «little»
finitistic dimension. For this, and later uses, the following lemma will be
helpful.

LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with idempotents e ~ 0, 1 and f = 1 - e
such that eRf = 0 . Then for each module RM there is an exact sequence
of R-modules

in which

and

Moreover, ifpdimjRfjRe  oo then R M has finite projective dimension if
and only if so do and eRe eM.

PROOF. We note first that fR = RfR is an ideal of R and that

eRe = RIJR as rings. Moreover, M/fM (RIFR) ~RM = eM, both as R
and as eRe-modules. The existence of the exact sequence then follows.

Since eRf = 0, fM has a projective resolution whose terms all belong to
Add (Rf ) = Add ( fRf ). Thus, pdimR 1M = pdimjRf 1M .

Now suppose that pdimjRf JRe = l  oo . Then we have pdimR JR =
= = l. Since R/fR = eRe, each projective eRe-module
eRe Q has pdimR + 1. It follows that if eM has an eRe-projective
resolution
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then an inductive argument employing the exact sequences

shows that pdimR eM ~ k + 1 + 1. Thus we have verified the first state-
ment of the lemma, and the necessity part of the last statement

follows.
For the sufficiency we observe that = R « then = eR ~~’’~ =

Thus, if RP is projective then so is
eRe eP and Since multiplication by an idempotent (amount-
ing to tensoring by a projective) is an exact functor, pdimR M = p  oo
implies and (see [14, Exercise 9.9]) pdimjRffM  00..

PROPOSITION 2 ([6, Cf. Corollary 4.21(iii)]). Let R be a ring
with idempotents e # 0 , 1 and f = 1 - e so that eRf = 0 . Suppose that
pdimfrf fRe = 1  00. Then

(1) fin dim R - max {fin dim eRe + 1 + 1, fin dim 

(2) Fin dim R - max {Fin dim eRe + 1 + 1, Fin dim fRf ~.

PROOF. The proofs of the two parts proceed in the same way so we
present only that of (1). Suppose fin dim eRe = t and fin dim fRf = r.
Then, according to Lemma 1, if RM is (finitely generated and) of finite
projective dimension, so are eRe eM and fRf JM. Moreover, in the exact
sequence

and if pdimR M = q &#x3E; pdimR eM, then from the
exact sequence

we see that

As an application of these formulas we obtain the following result
from which we recover those of Platzeck, [13, Theorem 2.5], on left arti-
nian rings whose idempotent ideals are projective (IIP rings), and Coe-
lho and Platzeck, [5, Theorem 2.4], where oo but R is weakly
triangular in the sense that its irreducible components are primary.
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that R is a ring with block lower trian-

gular matrix presentation (+). Assume that pdimR I = 1  00 where
Then

and

PROOF. We prove (i), (ii) being quite similar. Proposition 2 gives the
necessary induction step. When l~ = 1 the result is obvious. The inequali-
ty holds when = 2, by the proposition. Now suppose k a 2 and that R
has k + 1 blocks on its diagonal and that the theorem holds for rings with
1~ blocks. In the proposition, put e = K1 and f = 1- El , and we see that
the induction assumption applies to fRf since its ideal K = I Ei REj

2  i # j  k
is a summand of I and pdimfRf K = pdimR K. Hence, f Rf has «little » finiti-
stic dimension, bounded by

The proposition now says that fin dim max Ifin dim E1 727?i + 1 + 1,
fin which is the predicted formula. 0

By [6] (see also [8, Corollary 1.6]), if, in a ring R of the form (+), the
finitistic dimension of each Ei REi is finite then fin dim R  oo, without

k

any assumptions on I: in fact, fin dim fin dim Ei REi + k - 1.
i = i

Let us now look at the cases considered by Platzeck and Coelho in
[13] and [5]. It is assumed in [13] that R is left artinian and that all idem-

potent ideals are projective (an IIP ring). For such rings, Platzeck shows
that the equivalence classes ei are the isomorphism classes of primitive
idempotents and so the irreducible components of R are primary rings
(i.e., matrix rings over local rings), and, hence, of finitistic dimension 0.
The ideal I is projective ([13, Propositions 1.2]) and fin dim R ~ 1 ([13,
Theorem 2.5]). In [5] a left artinian ring is called weakly triangular if
the irreducible components are all primary rings. In the case where all
the idempotent ideals have left projective dimension - pdimR I, the
authors obtain the bound fin dim pdimR I + 1. These bounds are
special cases of those found in Theorem 3.
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COROLLARY 4 ([13, Theorem 2.5] and [5, Theorem 2.4]). Assume

that R is a left artinian ring. (i) Suppose all the idempotent ideals of R
are (left) projective. Then fin dim R  1. (ii) Suppose that all idempo-
tent ideals of R are of (left) projective dimension  1 and that the irre-
ducible components of R are rings of matrices over local rings («weakLy
triangular» in [5]). Then fin dim  1 + 1. There are analogous bounds
for Fin dim R .

PROOF. By [13, Lemma 2.1(b)] a ring as in (i) is weakly triangular
(i.e., the equivalence classes Ci are the isomorphism classes of primitive
idempotents) and so (i) is a special case of (ii) with 1 = 0. Under the con-

ditions of (ii), the ideal we have called I is , each term

of which is a direct summand of the idempotent ideal
I~( 1 - Ei ) R . Hence, pdim and the result follows from the theorem

since, for each i , fin dim Ei REi = 0 .

The last statement of Lemma 1 was presented, in slightly different
terminology, as Lemma 2.4 of [15]. In the main theorem of that paper
Smalo also proved the following: Let R be an artin algebra with idempo-
tents e and f satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 1; if 8 and b are full
subcategories of eRe-mod and fRf-mod, respectively, then the full subca-
tegory of R-modules M such that eM E S and JM e ’6 is functorially (cova-
riantly) (contravariantly) finite if s and ’6 are. Thus arguing inductively
we see that Smalo’s results, together with the fact ([3, Proposition 4.2])
that any subcategory of R-mod containing only finitely many indecompo-
sable modules is functorially finite, we readily get the following.

PROPOSITION 5. Let R be an artin algebra such that I EiREj
i # j

has finite projective dimension, where E1, ... , Ek are the irreducible
idempotents. is functorially (covariantly) (contrava-
riantly) finite, if and only if so is (Ei REi ). In particular (cf.,
[5, Theorem 5.2]) if each irreducible component has finitistic dimen-
sion 0 (e.g., when R is weakly triangular), then T °° (I~ ) is functorially
finite.

It can also be remarked, using the proof of [15, Theorem 2.1] and in-
duction on k , that, under the hypotheses of the proposition, when
~ ‘ °° (R ) is contravariantly finite, (left approxima-
tion) of a simple RS with Ei ,S = S is its ~ ‘ °° (Ei REi )-cover, f : Ys -~ S‘ . To
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see this, put E = Ei + ... + Ek and note that the induction hypothesis
would say that (ERE)-cover of S would be f : YS ~ S . We would
need, for acny that

be surjective. However, EM = M/( 1 - E) M and any g : M ~ S factors
through EM . This allows us to use the induction hypothesis. The modu-
les Ys serve as building blocks for ~‘ °° (R) ([2, Proposition 3.8]).

We conclude with a family of examples suggested by [5, Example 1.2].
Consider a finite dimensional algebra whose quiver is

The irreducible components are each serial with two distinct simple
modules. Thus, for each i , Fin dim Ei REi = 0, 1 or 2. Assuming various
paths as relations and assuring that pdimR I  00, one can use this quiver
to create a family of monomial algebras to which these results

apply.
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